
 

   
 

Meeting 63rd Board Meeting 

Location Teams 

Date 10th December 2020 

Start 18:30 Finish 20:00 

Attendees 
Steven Esom, Mark Cooper, Tony Melling, Ian Wiggett, Craig Anthony, Liz 
Riley, Shaherah Jordan, Vasile Jornea, Jenny Linney, Derek Redmond 

Subject 63rd Board Meeting 

 

 Item 

1 Welcome 
SE welcomed everyone to the meeting and introduced DR to his first meeting as the 
new director. DR introduced himself and stated his excitement at the opportunity.  

2 Matters arising from previous minutes 
Academy lease was reviewed and options for sale are limited to similar sporting 
bodies or to Salford CC. A valuation is due Friday 11th December.  
 
Equality and diversity questionnaire has had 8 respondents, request for those who 
haven’t completed it to do so as soon as possible. Review of the data and wider 
discussion on the topic due for January meeting 
 

3 Board Effectiveness Evaluation 
The Board discussed the merits of the four submissions received and the scoring of 
individual board members on three factors: Price, Service delivery and approach and 
Relevant experience. The board agreed to appoint Governance United to the project. 
 
Action: CA to communicate to all tender organisations the decision and arrange the 
process 

4 Sport England Funding Goals 
CA introduced the topic and shared the paper drafted by the staff to present to the 
board. CA explained the process covered the one year roll over funding which has 
been confirmed at the same level as the final year of this four year cycle. The 
submission requires a one page overview of goals for the year including strategic 
direction goals supported by People, Insight and Learning, Operational Effectiveness 
and Other goals.  
 
The Board discussed the merits of the suggested goals and areas for development 
over the next 12 months. The Board felt it was important that our focus remains on 
growing the membership and club base and building the infrastructure that supports 
the sport to thrive. The Board agreed that the themes and areas covered by the 



 

   
 

suggested document were the correct ones and tasked CA with completing the 
process to develop a final draft for feedback from Sport England ahead of the 
submission deadline 16th December.  
 
Action: CA to work up a final draft for feedback from SE and review by Board 

5 2021/22 Plans 
CA introduced the topic and the Board paper which proposes changes for the 
organisation’s structures from April 2021 in line with potential UK Sport funding. The 
Board discussed the proposal and questioned the implications inherent in this 
decision. The Board felt that more clarity and detail was need before the proposal or 
alternatives could be approved and tasked CA to develop these ahead of the next 
Board meeting.  
 
Action: CA to work up more detail for Board to discuss further in January 

6 Insurance 
CA introduced the insurance renewal document and explained the current proposal 
which includes a reduced fee with an increase per capita on members at the end of 
the year. The Board agreed to take on the renewal terms. 
 
JL enquired about taking on cyber insurance given the level of data and cloud 
working the BWA has. The Board agreed that this was a potential area of risk and 
wanted more information to consider insuring against this. 
 
Action: CA to confirm renewal with Sports Insure 
Action: CA to explore details on cyber insurance 

7 Any Other Business 
SE raised the This Girl Can Wrestle project being delivered in partnership with 
Wrestle Like A Girl (WLAG) and discussed the process of sign off of the project. The 
Board discussed the merits of the project and the sign off process balancing 
oversight and executive autonomy. The Board agreed there was a need to review the 
finance manual and sign off process to ensure clarity on decision making.  
 
Action: CA to share the programme detail and confirm with WLAG 
Action: Finance and Audit Committee to meet ahead of January Board meeting to 
review Finance Manual and sign off processes 

 


